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Institute of Fluid Science　　　　　　　　
Director　Shigeru  Obayashi
Fluid science is a research field that seeks to clarify all flow related phenomena - not only the flow of ma-
terial substance, but also flows of heat, energy, information and so on. Even though it treats gas, liquid and 
solid flows as a continuum from a macroscopic viewpoint, it also takes a microscopic viewpoint when deal-
ing with the flow of molecules, atoms and charged particles.
The mission of the Institute of Fluid Science (IFS) is to conduct fluid science research in fundamental sci-
entific and engineering disciplines to promote the protection of the global environment and to maintain 
the continued progress of human society. It also aims to contribute to the systematization of fluid science, 
improving the safety and welfare of citizens and stimulating the economy. To this end, IFS is aggressively 
pursuing research activities to solve various issues from the viewpoint of flow phenomena and to meet the 
demands of society. Examples of these research activities are as follows: creation of advanced technology 
for better utilization of energy sources, control of substances causing global warming, advancement of en-
vironmental adaptation of transonic and supersonic transports, development of a new generation of med-
ical treatments, development of manufacturing processes for new devices, and development of high-func-
tionality materials and fluid systems. 
Today, the Institute of Fluid Science is a world-class advanced fluid science research center with 28 re-
search laboratories under four research divisions and one research center: Creative Flow Research Division, 
Complex Flow Research Division, Nanoscale Flow Research Division, Collaborative Research Division, and 
Innovative Energy Research Center. The Creative Flow Research Division conducts researches on creation 
of novel functions of flow. The Complex Flow Research Division conducts researches on clarification of 
complex flow phenomena. The Nanoscale Flow Research Division conducts researches on clarification of 
Nanoscale Flow phenomena. The Collaborative Research Division conducts researches on environmental-
ly-friendly products collaborating with Keihin Corporation. The Innovative Energy Research Center conducts 
researches on utilization of unused energy by multidisciplinary fluid science. 
The Institute also has a supercomputer system for computational research. The Advanced Fluid Informa-
tion Research Center is carrying out cutting-edge research such as large-scale flow simulations, multi-objec-
tive design exploration, measurement-integrated simulation and advanced visualization using the super-
computer system. In addition, the Institute established the Advanced Flow Experimental Research Center in 
2013, the Global Collaborative Research and Education Center in 2015 and Aircraft Computational Science 
Center in 2017. As well as promoting research using large-scale experimental facilities such as the low tur-
bulence wind tunnel and the shock wave facilities, we are further expanding the range of activities, such as 
activating and supporting international exchanges and conducting project research specializing in aviation.
As a world-class center of the fluid science community, we are conducting activities utilizing its world-
wide network, and have hosted an international symposium every year since 2001. We have also been pro-
moting international collaborative research projects as the Joint Usage/Research Center in the field of fluid 
science since 2010.
Under VISION 2030, IFS has started the third middle-aim and middle-plan term, aiming to become the 
worldwide hub for fluid science. IFS has reorganized its research clusters into three: environment and ener-
gy, human and material multi-scale mobility, health-welfare-medical care. We will carry out the cluster-led 
projects through Collaborative Research Project.
IFS continues to aggressively conduct international research activity as a core world organization in the 
interdisciplinary research field, which covers fundamental to applied aspects of fluid science. In addition, we 
will continue making efforts to contribute greatly to the progress of human society through progress in the 
development of scientific techniques, as well as through training researchers and technicians, and educat-
ing graduate students. We look forward to your support and cooperation.
 September, 2017
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The mission of this institute is to establish new scientific theories, develop practical solutions to various problems faced by 
society, and foster young researchers and engineers who can work at international standards, by promoting world-class level 
basic research in Fluid Science and related inter-disciplinary areas, and its application in priority science and technological 
areas.
1. Promotion of world-class research
   1-1. Carry out basic research in Fluid Science
   1-2. Promote interdisciplinary collaboration with other advanced fields using basic research results
   1-3. Develop technological applications in priority science and technological areas
2. Establish new scientific theories and principles
3. Find solutions to issues facing mankind






















The Institute of Fluid Science has upheld "Research First" principle and the tradition of "Practice-Oriented Research and 
Education" at Tohoku University since this institute's inauguration in 1943 as the Institute of High-Speed Mechanics, and has 
pledged commitment to the formation of theories regarding fiow, as well as applications thereof.
Institute of High-Speed Mechanics
　Oct. 5, 1943 Inauguration as the Institute of High-Speed Mechanics at Tohoku Imperial University
　Mar. 25, 1969 Completion of Building No.1
　Apr. 1, 1979 Opening of Air-Flow Measurements Facility, establishment of Low-Turbulence Wind Tunnel  
　Apr. 1, 1988 Retiring of Air-Flow Measurements Facility, opening of Shock Wave Research Center
Institute of Fluid Science 
　May 29, 1989 Organizational change to the Institute of Fluid Science, which consists of twelve research divisions and one research center
　Nov. 13, 1990 Completion of Supercomputer Center
　Nov. 10, 1994 Completion of Building No.2
　Apr. 9, 1998 Organizational change of the Institute of Fluid Science into four divisions with sixteen laboratories under 
and one research center, i.e. Shock Wave Research Center
　Sept. 3, 1999 Opening of Advanced Fluid information Research Center for efficient utilization of supercomputer
　Apr. 1, 2000 Establishment of Center Of Excellence(COE) formation program: “The Interdisciplinary Shock Wave Research Center” 
　Apr. 1, 2003 Shock Wave Research Center reorganization leads to inauguration of Transdisciplinary Fluid Integration 
Research Center
　Sept. 1, 2003 Establishment of 21stcentury COE program: “International COE of Flow Dynamics”
　Jul. 1, 2008 Establishment of Global COE program: “World Center of Education and Research for Trans-Disciplinary Flow Dynamics”
　Apr. 1, 2010 Commencement of Joint Usage/Research Center “Fluid Science Research Center”
　Apr. 1, 2013 Organizational change of the Institute of Fluid Science into three research divisions and one research center 
with twenty-seven laboratories
　Apr. 1, 2015 Opening of Fundamental Research of Advanced Vehicle Technology (KEIHIN)
時空間における流れの研究を通じて人類社会の永続的発展をめざします。
To promote the steady advancement of human society through the study of flows in time and space.
The Inst i tute of  F luid Science ( IFS)  
adopted VISION 2030 in April,2015. It 
aims at contributing research results and 
their benefits to society as a whole and to 
the industrial world through systematic 
industry-university collaborative research. 
For this purpose, IFS shall redefine the 
present five-cluster missions undertaken 
as  a  unique or ig ina l  f ramework  of  
c ross -cut t ing  research  wi th in  the  
laboratory to the three research clusters 
of "environment and energy," "multiscale 
mobility of humans and materials," and 
"health,  welfare and medical  care."  
Therefore, IFS shall form research project 
teams specializing in prioritized and 
strategic research subjects, and promote 
project research led by the clusters as 
joint research solicited from within the 
laboratory.





電 磁 機 能 流 動 研 究 分 野
知能流体制御システム研究分野





Electromagnetic Functional Flow Dynamics Laboratory
Intelligent Fluid Control Systems Laboratory
 Integrated Simulation Biomedical Engineering Laboratory
Biomedical Flow Dynamics Laboratory
Aerospace Fluid Engineering Laboratory
Spacecraft Thermal and Fluids Systems Laboratory
Design of Structure and Flow in the Earth Laboratory
高 速 反 応 流 研 究 分 野
伝 熱 制 御 研 究 分 野
先進流体機械システム研究分野
複 雑 衝 撃 波 研 究 分 野











分 子 熱 流 動 研 究 分 野
量子ナノ流動システム研究分野
生 体 ナ ノ 反 応 流 研 究 分 野
分 子 複 合 系 流 動 研 究 分 野
ナ ノ 流 動 応 用 研 究 分 野






企 画 情 報 班
機 器 開 発 班
計 測 技 術 班
研 究 技 術 班













Innovative Energy Research Center
未来流体情報創造センター (AFI)
Advanced Fluid Information Research Center (AFI)
次世代流動実験研究センター (AFX)
Advanced Flow Experimental Research Center (AFX)
国際研究教育センター (GCORE)
Global Collaborative Research and Education Center (GCORE)
航空機計算科学センター (ACS)










Complex Flow Research Division
ナノ流動研究部門




Creative Flow Research Division
High Speed Reacting Flow Laboratory
Heat Transfer Control Laboratory
Advanced Fluid Machinery Systems Laboratory
Complex Shock Wave Laboratory
Computational Fluid Physics Laboratory
Cryogenic Flow Laboratory
Non-Equilibrium Molecular Gas Flow Laboratory
Molecular Heat Transfer Laboratory
Quantum Nanoscale Flow Systems Laboratory
Biological Nanoscale Reactive Flow Laboratory
Molecular Composite Flow Laboratory
Nanoscale Flow Application Laboratory
Green Nanotechnology Laboratory
Energy Resources Geomechanics Laboratory
Energy Dynamics Laboratory
System Energy Maintenance Laboratory
Multiphase Flow Energy Laboratory
Energy Science and Technology Laboratory
Advanced Energy Engineering Laboratory
Novel Battery Nanoscale Flow Concurrent Laboratory
High Speed Flow Laboratory
Library (Research Supporting Section)
Workshop








Collaborative Research Project Supporting Section


































※Numbers in parenthesis represent the number of females, and are included in the totals
学生数（平成29年5月1日）













































































185 140 131 105 160
受託研究費
Contract research
141 203 308 261 329
共同研究費
Joint research
76 105 144 143 132
預り補助金
Other Grants
305 528 210 55 17
寄附金
Donations 
14 12 12 14 14
合　計
Total











The Institute of Fluid Science (IFS) consists of four research divisions and one research center : Creative 
Flow Research Division, Complex Flow Research Division, Nanoscale Flow Research Division, Collaborative 
Research Division, and Innovative Energy Research Center
研究部門と研究センター



















【複雑流動研究部門　Complex Flow Research Division】
The Creative Flow Research Division was established to create and to apply novel functions in flows in 
fluid systems. The development of fluid science and the creation of innovative engineering are pursued 
through elucidation of flows and creation of novel functions in electromagnetic fluids, living body flows, 
and flows in aerospace conditions.
■　Creation of novel flow functions using an electromagnetic field
■　Development of next-generation intelligent fluid control devices and systems
■　Development of advanced medical devices based on measurement-integrated simulation
■　Clarification of flow dynamics in a living body
■　Innovation, safety, and manufacturing of aerospace systems
■　Creation of innovative thermal and fluids control systems for next generation spacecraft







The Complex Flow Research Division was established to explore and to apply complex flow phenomena 
related to various physical and chemical processes that constitute the foundation of fluid science. Devel-
opment of fluid science and the creation of innovative technologies are pursued through investigation of 
combustion reaction flows, heat and mass transfers in complex systems, cavitation, shock waves and uni-
versal principles of heat and material flow phenomena, as well as construction of mathematical models.
■　Combustion phenomena in aerospace propulsion systems and energy apparatuses
■　Nano-to mega-scale heat and mass transfer in complicated systems
■　Complex flow accompanied by cavitation and advanced fluid machinery systems
■　Interfacial phenomena with shock waves in complex media
■　Theoretical modeling for universal and specific complex flow phenomena













The Nanoscale Flow Research Division was established to advance basic science and to explore new R&D 
areas related to nano/microscale thermal and fluid phenomena and thermophysical properties. Creation of 
novel medical technologies and development of innovative nanoscale thermal and fluid devices are pur-
sued through the progress and deepening of science, as well as investigation of mass‒momentum‒energy 
transfer mechanisms on scales of electrons‒molecules and new discoveries of nanoscale flow characteris-
tics in living bodies and nano-devices.
■　Physical and transport phenomena in non-equilibrium gas flow and their applications
■　Nanoscale flow and interfacial phenomena governing macroscopic thermal and fluid properties
■　Physical mechanism of the quantum effect of fluid molecules on flow dynamics
■　Reactions, thermal flow dynamics of plasma flow and their application for medical engineering
■　 Transport phenomena in large-scale composite systems governed 
by molecular physics and their applications
■　 Development of novel flow devices utilizing unique nanoscale 








The Tohoku University Institute of Fluid Science has established the Fundamental Research of Advanced 
Vehicle Technology Laboratory (KEIHIN) jointly with Keihin Corporation within the institute. On April 1, 2015, 
research into next-generation fuel injection devices and air-conditioning systems was initiated. It is expect-
ed that the results of this research will become core technology intended for use in future motor vehicles.
Research at this laboratory will specifically examine simulation technology using computational fluid dy-
namics and the advancement of experimental evaluation and application of these technologies.
The Tohoku University Institute of Fluid Science, through joint research with Keihin Corporation, aims for 
the creation of new value leading directly to the development of attractive products with high environmen-
tal performance.














The objective of this center is to realize a highly efficient, economical, and innovative energy utilization 
system through research and development related to conversion of unrealized energy, which has been 
achieved heretofore only slightly using conventional technologies, by the adaptation of improved storage, 
transportation, and maintenance of energy in basic energy and new energy fields based on fluid science.
■　Innovative green nanodevices based on intelligent nanoprocesses
■　Deep subsurface systems for the resolution of environmental and energy issues
■　Combustion with higher exergy efficiency based on new concept combustion technology
■　Optimization of maintenance activities using advanced sensing and material evaluation 
■　Innovative multi-phase flow technology and realization of sustainable energy systems
■　Science and technology, and energy policy to contribute to the solution of energy problems
■　Advanced energy related technologies
■　Theoretical design of innovative batteries based on the analysis and control of nanoscale flow










The Tohoku University Institute of Fluid Science has unique and world-class facilities. The experimental results 
obtained from such facilities have extended the frontier of fluid dynamics and have also applied industrial appli-
cations. The Advanced Flow Experimental Research center has been established in April, 2013 for research and 
development and operating management of the two large facilities, the low-turbulence wind tunnel and shock 
wave facilities.
The Advance Flow Experimental Research center will contribute all velocity ranges from breeze (5m/s) to an 
atmospheric entry (6km/s) to the development of fluid science and strengthening the International Competitive-
ness of the company, with unique performance and advanced measurement technology of those facilities.
低乱風洞実験施設　Low Turbulence Wind Tunnel Facility
次世代流動実験研究センタ （ーAFX）
















The Low Turbulence Wind Tunnel facility consists of three wind tunnels named the low-turbulence wind tun-
nel, small low-turbulence wind tunnel, and low noise wind tunnel. The main wind tunnel, low-turbulence wind 
tunnel is a closed return type wind tunnel that was constructed to contribute to fundamental fluid physics and 
applied physics in 1975. It is designed to satisfy the low turbulence intensity, low noise, and high velocity unifor-
mity. The closed test section is an octagonal cross section, which width of the opposite side is 1m and a maximum 
free stream velocity is 70m/s. On the other hand, the open test section is an octagonal cross section, which width 
of the opposite side is 0.8m and maximum free stream velocity is 80m/s. The turbulent intensity of both test sec-
tions is low enough to investigate the fundamental research, especially the turbulent intensity of the closed test 
section, lower than 0.02% of the free stream velocity, is extremely low in the world. It has been contributed to the 
fundamental research such as the turbulent transition of the boundary layer and/or to the product development 
for the industry.




















The Shock Wave Research facility consists of a ballistic range and a large shock tube. The ballistic range is the 
apparatus which can launch the projectile at a wide speed range from subsonic speed, 200m/s, to hypersonic 
speed, 6km/s, established in 2002. It is a huge apparatus which consists of a launch section, an accelerating tube 
and a test chamber. Its total length is about 19 m. Three types of operating mode, single-stage light gas gun, sin-
gle-stage powder gun, two-stage light gas gun, allowed such a wide range of the flying speed. The high-speed 
optical visualization such as free flight of the projectile or high velocity impact of the projectile to a solid material 
is allowed by three pairs of large windows built on the test chamber. 
A high-speed free flight experiment in stationary gas, a high-speed water entry experiment, a high velocity 
impact experiment to a solid material are possible and, using this device, can perform aerospace, materials devel-

















A unique model support system, 1-m Magnetic Suspension and Balance System (1-m MSBS), has been 
equipped at the Low Turbulence Wind Tunnel. The 1-m MSBS can support a wind tunnel model in flow magneti-
cally and simultaneously measure the aerodynamic force acting on the model. The 1-m MSBS is the largest system 
in the world. You can conduct wind tunnel test without the support interference and drive a model in motion as 
you wish.
低乱熱伝達風洞の開放型測定部
Open test section of the low turbulence wind tunnel.
バリステックレンジ全景
Panoramic view of the ballistic range.
6軸制御による浮揚するAGARD-B模型
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研究クラスターのミッション
Missions of Research Clusters






　The Institute of Fluid Science (IFS) adopted VISION 2030 in April,2015. It aims at contributing 
research results and their benefits to society as a whole and to the industrial world through 
systematic industry-university collaborative research. For this purpose, IFS shall redefine the 
present five-cluster missions undertaken as a unique original framework of cross-cutting research 
within the laboratory to the three research clusters of "environment and energy," "multiscale 
mobility of humans and materials," and "health, welfare and medical care." Therefore, IFS shall 
form research project teams specializing in priorit ized and strategic research subjects,  and 
promote project research led by the clusters as joint research solicited from within the laboratory.
人・物質マルチスケールモビリティ










Realizing systems by designing transport of heat, momentum, mass, and humans on scales from nanodevices to 
aerospace
　The “Multiscale mobility of humans and materials” research cluster designs and realizes useful transport 
phenomena by controlling the motion of matter, such as fluid flows and molecular migration, and transport 
phenomena of heat and momenta in matter. In-depth understanding of fluid sciences cover all scales related to 
technology and life using advanced techniques of computational simulation and experimental measurement, 
taking full advantage of our supercomputer and large-scale experimental facilities supporting our research and 
development. The cluster is working on creating novel devices and media that use the following: anomalous flow 
characteristics appearing at various scales; development of advanced industrial processes by nanofabrication and 
surface modification; high-performance and highly functional flow machinery as industrial infrastructure; and 
homegrown technology for leading-edge space and aeronautical systems.
健康・福祉・医療








Realizing a healthy and comfortable society through prediction and autonomous systems of flows
　To realize a healthy, safe, and comfortable society under circumstances of a rapidly declining birthrate, an aging 
society, and a changing social environment, we strive to develop advanced technologies for health, welfare and 
medical care. Through elucidation of transport phenomena in organisms and interactions among organisms and 
physical stimuli, we create diagnostic, predictive, and measurement methods, as well as autonomous systems of 
flows related to human beings. Based on results of these studies, we establish new technologies to predict and 
protect living environments and health. Moreover, we examine the recovery and addition of functions to the 
human body, and living body sham environments. We also research prevention, treatment, and diagnosis, 
prediction of apoplexy, poor heart conditions, and cancer.
環境・エネルギー









Creating new energy systems and innovative technology to protect the global environment
　Energy problem in our country, where more than 90% of all energy is imported, was in persistent development 
and acquisition of energy resources. However, the Paris Agreement at COP21, which is expected to guide global 
efforts for global warming suppression, presents reduction of greenhouse gas emissions as an urgent issue. Novel 
approaches of finding new energy sources with low environmental impact, reconsideration of energy sources to 
be imported, enhancement of renewable energy resources, and progress in energy conservation technology, 
anticipating value-chains of energy resources to maintain industrial activities and high standards of human life, 
are fundamentally important. The environment and energy cluster promotes a wide range of activities from 
fundamental research to immediately effective applications aimed at resolving environmental 
and energy issues.



















Original articles  *1（English） 183 231 242 261 261
オリジナル論文（英語以外）
Original articles（others） 23 33 48 26 14
国際会議での発表  *2
Presentations at international conferences  *2 253 315 290 271 303
国内会議での発表
Presentations at Japanese conferences 288 266 307 281 316
合計




*1 Original articles include papers published in peer-reviewed journals or other journals of equivalent quality, peer-reviewed articles, short notes, or rapid 
communications published in proceedings, as well as invited articles and review articles. Non-peer-reviewed proceedings, articles, summaries of oral 
presentations and abstracts are excluded. 
*2 Excluding any original articles or equivalent included above.














Individual collaborative research 58 80 68 83 59
公募共同研究
IFS collaborative research project 34 38 38 42 30
リーダーシップ共同研究
Discretionary collaborative research project ̶ ̶ ̶ ̶ 13
合計
Total 92 118 106 125 102














Research collaborations with private industry  *1 37 50 70 59 50
受託研究  *2
Funded research  *2 28 46 61 51 41
寄附金  *3
Donations  *3 11 9 10 13 15
個別共同研究  *4
Individual collaborative research  *4 67 120 127 133 141
公募共同研究
IFS collaborative research project 51 59 66 65 49
リーダーシップ共同研究
Discretionary collaborative research project ̶ ̶ ̶ ̶ 15
合計





*1 Research performed in collaboration with researchers from private organizations (collaborative research), or conducted using funds provided by private 
organizations, in accordance with the guidelines of Tohoku University governing the management of joint research. 
*2 Research performed under contract with other government agencies or private businesses, in accordance with the guidelines of Tohoku University 
governing the management of joint research. 
*3 Grants received in accordance with Tohoku University guidelines governing the acceptance of donated funds. 
*4 Joint research projects not covered in items 1-3 above, involving the receipt of research funds or use of outside researchers, or resulting in publication of 


















Derivation of an exact stochastic solution of the Boltzmann 










Evolution of the field of  Thermal Engineering and development of novel research on  such thing as 
an artificial heart, cryoprobe, measurement of upwelling velocity of deep seawater to which natural 
convection is applied, and so on by collaborating with researchers in different  research fields. 
H24.4.29
Apr.29, 2012












Young Scientist  Commendation from the Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 2012
複雑環境におけるタンパク質物資輸送高精度計測の研究







Young Scientist  Commendation from the Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 2013
電場制御による微粒子流動加工の高性能化
Performance Improvement of






Commendation for Science and Technology by the Minister 
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
多目的設計探査とその応用に関する研究







Commendation for Science and Technology by the Minister 
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
マイクロ燃焼の科学と熱技術および燃焼反応動力学の研究
Study on microcombustion for fundamentals, thermal 






Commendation for Science and Technology by the Minister 
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
流体計測と数値流体解析の融合手法とその応用に関する研究
Study of integrated methodology of flow measurement and 






Young Scientist  Commendation from the Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 2013
火炎クロマトグラフ法による燃焼反応機構の研究







Commendation for Science and Technology by the Minister 
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
極限環境条件における燃焼現象解明の研究
















40th Ichimura Science Award (Achievement Award)
パルス時間変調プラズマによる超低損傷・超高精度微細加工技術の開発
Ultra- low damage high-precis ion microfabricat ion 






The Japan Society of Mechanical 
Engineers, Best Paper Award (2009)
固体壁両面でせん断を受ける極薄液膜の分子動力学的研究
Study of molecular dynamics of ultrathin liquid films 






American Vacuum Society, Fellow
Development of innovative plasma sources and damages 






Plasma Prize （American Vacuum Society）
For ground-breaking contributions to the development of innovative plasma 















The Semenov Gold Medal by A. M. Prokhorov Academy of 
Engineering Sciences, Russian Academy of Sciences, 2012 
衝撃波研究とその学際応用研究







45th Ichimura Science Award(Contribution Award)
多様な燃料の詳細化学反応機構解明のための火炎クロマトグラフ法の開発







10th Tsuchiya Kazuo Best Paper Award of the 
Japanese Society of Prosthetics and Orthotics
大腿義足膝継手の開発と歩行・動作解析










As a center of fluid science research, the Institute of Fluid Science promotes international cooperative 
efforts. We are contributing to scientific advancements through the utilization of our international net-
work, including liaison offices and other international foundations, and by actively participating in research 
exchange and collaborative research with major research organizations both in-and outside  the country. 
Furthermore, we implement the “Open-Door” policy of Tohoku University and cultivate researchers and 
engineers that can exhibit international leadership by sending our faculty and students abroad, and actively 
seeking out various talented individuals, both nationally and internationally, to work with us.













（１） Strengthen international multi-networks by effective use of overseas academic liaison offices and de-
velop international association networks for flow dynamics with IFS as the core.  Implement interna-
tionally recognized first-class research and foster world-class students and young researchers at home 
and overseas using these networks.
（２） Accelerate educational, research and human exchanges by making the most effective use of the uni-
versity/institute level of academic agreements to introduce researchers at IFS into the world arena.
（３） Enhance the international activities of IFS by further developing the support system of international 
academic exchanges.
（４） Strive to acquire sustainable funds to be budgeted for the establishment of a research center with the 
highest of standards in the field of flow dynamics.  Effectively conduct international projects financed 
by international sources or the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS).
大学間協定　Whole University Agreements
[イタリア Italy]  ローマ大学「ラ・サピエンツァ」 Universita Degli Studi Di Roma “La Sapienza”, ナポリ大学 University of NA-
PLES FEDERICOⅡ, ミラノ工科大学 Politecnico di Milano [ロシア Russia] ロシア科学アカデミーシベリア支部 Siberian Branch of 
Russian Academy of Sciences, モスクワ国立大学 Moscow State University, ノボシビルスク国立大学 Novosibirsk State University, 
ニジュゴロド大学 Lobachevsky state University of Nizhni Novgorod, 極東連邦大学 Far Eastern Federal University [オーストラリ
ア Australia] シド二一大学 The University of Sydney, ニューサウスウェールズ大学 The University of New South Wales [ドイツ 
Germany] カールスルーエ工科大学 Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, アーへン工科大学 University of Technology Aachen, ザー
ルラント大学 Saarland University [中国 China] 中国科学技術大学 University of Science and Technology of China, 清華大学 Tsin-
ghua University, 南京大学 Nanjing University, 吉林大学 Jilin University, 南京航空航天大学 Nanjing University of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics, 西安交通大学 Xi‘an Jiaotong University, 上海交通大学 Shanghai Jiao Tong University [フランス France] 国立中央理
工科学校(The Ecole Central Group) (リヨン、パリ、リール、ナン卜、マルセイユ) Ecole Centrale de Lyon，Ecole Centrale Paris, 
Ecole Centrale de Lille, Ecole Centrale de Nantes, Ecole Centrale Marseille (EGIM), 国立応用科学院リヨン校(INSA-Lyon) Institute 
National des Sciences Appliquees de Lyon [シンガポール Singapore] シンガポール国立大学 National University of Singapore 
[スウェーデン Sweden] スウェーデン王立工科大学 KTH Royal lnstitute of Technology [韓国 Korea] 浦項工科大学校 Pohang 
University of Science and Technology, 韓国科学技術院(KAIST) Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, 釜山大学校 
Pusan National University, 成均館大学校 Sungkyunkwan University [台湾 Taiwan] 国立台湾大学 National Taiwan University, 国立
中央大学 National Central University, 国立交通大学 National Chiao Tung University [英国 U.K] ノッチンガム大学 The University 
of Nottingham [ニュージーランド New Zealand] オークランド大学 The University of Auckland [米国 U.S.A] シラキュース大学 
Syracuse University, テンプル大学 Temple University, ミシガン州立大学 Michigan State University [スイス Switzerland] スイス連
邦工科大学ローザンヌ校 Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne, 南アフリカ共和国 South Africa, ヨハネスブルグ大学 Uni-
verity of Johannesburg
部局間協定　Departmental Agreements
[カナダ Canada] トロン卜大学航空宇宙研究所 Institute for Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto [台湾 Taiwan] 長庚大学
工学部 Colledge of Engineering, Chang Gung University, 国立応用研究所・ナノデバイス研究所 National Nano Device Laborato-
ries, National Applied Research Laboratories [ハンガリー Hungary] ハンガリー科学アカデミ一物理材料技術研究所 Research In-
stitute for Technical Physics and Materials Science of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, センメルワイス大学医学部 Faculty of 
Medicine, Semmelweis University [チェコ Czech] チェコ科学アカデミープラズマ物理研究所 Institute of Plasma Physics, Acade-
my of Sciences of the Czech Republic [シンガポール Singapore] ナンヤン工科大学機械・航空宇宙工学部 School of Mechanical 
and AerospaceEngineering, Nanyang Technological University [中国 China] 重慶理工大学重慶自動車学部 Chongqing Institute 
of Automobile,Chongqing University of Technology, 清華大学水利水電工程系 Department of Hydraulic Engineering, Tsinghua 
University, 中国科学院物理研究所 Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences [イタリア Italy] トリエステ大学建築工学
部 Department of Engineering and Architecture, University of Trieste [ギリシヤ Greece] アテネ工科大学機械工学部 School of 
Mechanical Engineering, National Technical University of Athens [韓国 Korea] 漢陽大学校工学部 College of Engineering Science, 
Hanyang University, ソウル大学校機械・航空宇宙工学部 Depertment of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Seoul National 
University [米国 U.S.A] ケンタッキー大学工学部 College of Engineering, University of Kentucky, ライス大学工学部 George R. 
Brown School of Engineering, Rice University, ノースイースタン大学工学部 College of Engineering, Northeastern University, シ
ラキュース大学計算科学・工学部 College of Engineering and Computer Science, Syracuse University [ドイツ Germany] フラウ
ンホーファ研究機構非破壊検査研究所 Fraunhofer Institute for Nondestructive Testing [ポーランド Poland] ヴロツワフ工科大学 
Wroclaw University of Technology [ベラルーシ共和国 Belarus] ベラルーシ国立科学アカデミールイコフ熱物質輸送研究所 A.V. 
Luikov Heat and Mass Transfer Institute, National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, [カザフスタン共和国 Kazakhstan] 燃焼問題研
究所 Institute of Combuston Probrems, [ロシア Russia] ロシア科学アカデミーシベリア支部・理論応用力学研究所 Institute of 
































-Promoting cutting edge research through collaborative efforts






















　The Institute of Fluid Science (IFS) promotes collaborative research between researchers of institutes 
both within and outside the country and those of IFS on research topics related to f luid science in En-
vironment and energy, Multiscale mobility of humans and materials, Health, welfare and medical care, 
and other fundamental fields utilizing research facilities such as the Low-Turbulence Wind Tunnel 
Facility, Shock Wave Research Facilities, and Integrated Supercomputation System. Every year IFS 
holds the Collaborative Research Forum in the International Symposium on Advanced Fluid Informa-
tion and Transdisciplinary Integration(AFl), which it also hosts, in order to present the results of collab-







　This project aims at developing novel form of 
intelligent structures through the fusion between 
functional multi-materials and sensing technolo-
gies. Especially, we focus on interactions between 
fluids and intelligent structures to create energy-
saving effects, and develop its academic infrastruc-
cture. For the purpose, we organize an international
 research team consisting of Tohoku University, Un-
iversities in Lyon and Grenoble, Fraunhofer Institute
 for NDT and Nanjing University of Aeronautics and
 Astronautics, KTH Royal Institute of Technology,
 and accelerate the development of smart layered
 materials and structures for energy saving.








　International Conference on Flow Dynamics (ICFD) is held in Sendai since 2004 annually. The ICFD is now 
recognized by world researchers as one of the largest and most important international conferences in the 
field of fluid science.
　The objectives of this conference are to explore new horizons in science and technology by discussing 
and exchanging information related to the most advanced fields in Flow Dynamics. This conference is 
composed of plenary lectures and disciplinary organized sessions as well as “IFS Collaborative Research 
Forum”, “Liaison Office Session” and “Student Session” organized by students, which are very unique.
　The International Scientific Committee (ISC) is organized to serve as a foundation of further growth of 





Since April 2010, the Institute of Fluid Science has been acknowledged as the Joint Usage/Research 
Center, by the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. In 2016, IFS was ap-
proved as the Center “Fluid Science Global Research and Education Hub”. We have implemented a collab-
orative research project, in which our staff works with researchers from other organizations. We also com-
municate research results to society through the holding of the Collaborative Research Forum as part of the 
International Symposium hosted by IFS, as well as by the publication of activity reports.
第13回流動ダイナミクスに関する国際会議（ICFD2016）は、22カ国584名の研究者及び学生が参加し、10
月10日から12日にかけて、仙台国際センターで開催されました。
Thirteenth International Conference on Flow Dynamics (ICFD2016) was held on October 10 ‒ October 12, 
2016 at Sendai International Center. The number of participations was 584 from 22 countries.
流体科学国際研究教育拠点
Fluid Science Global Research and Education Hub




About 70 undergraduates and 160 graduate students belong to the Institute of Fluid Science (IFS). Many 
of our Faculty members teach both graduate and undergraduate students through cooperative courses 
with the Graduate School of Mechanical Engineering . We also provide graduate level education through 
cooperative courses with the Graduate school of Information Science, Environmental Science, and Biomedi-
cal Engineering.
博士前期課程学生海外発表促進プログラム













Institute of Fluid Science, which is an international research and education center in the field of fluid sci-
ence, is actively involved in the training of talented young people who can play an active role international-
ly in the field of fluid science. To this end, master degree students are given the chance and encouraged to 
participate in international conferences in order build up their record of practical experience with the sup-
port of IFS.
ボーイング高等教育プログラム
Boeing Higher Education Program







With a grant from The Boeing Company, U.S.A., various student-led projects are carried out. In 2016-2017, 
we support two research projects and four development projects. Moreover, students receive classes in En-
glish from technicians of The Boeing Company over the Internet, through the Boeing Externship Program 









As a base of an international research education, the Institute of Fluid Science has promoted the develop-
ment of human resources by training young people to play an active role in the world. Approximately 100 
leading young researchers and students from 30 countries around the world participate in the International 
Space University’s original educational program, SSP, which has the same educational concept in line with 
the purpose of this research institute to develop young human resources.  The Institute of Fluid Science has 
been dispatching many students to this program since 1990.
国際宇宙大学派遣制度




The university has scientific exchange agreements with other universities and such agreements between 
departments.  Detailed rules of student exchanges have been concluded, which include the waiver of tui-
tion for exchange students. To help graduate exchange students meet their living expenses, employment is 
also available.
学術交流協定を利用した学生交流推進プログラム

















Number of Participants 6 8 7 8 9 6 10
活動
Activities





Since its founding, Tohoku University’s policy has been to put “Research First”, maintain an “Open Door” 
policy, and focus on “Practical Branches of Learning.” As a result, our research results have been of great 
practical benefit to society. Moreover, the university has vigorously promoted university-industry tech-
nology transfer, and works actively with related agencies to support industry-university cooperation. The 
Institute of Fluid Science（IFS) has set up an Industry-University Liaison Office to promote industry-related 
funded research and joint research, and to solicit grants and contributions from private industry.







Optimization of Mitsubishi 









Evaluation of Nuclear Power Plant Piping
フレキシブル渦電流アレイマルチコイルプローブ
Flexible array multi coil eddy current probe
国際共同研究 PINC (Program for the Inspection of Nickel-alloy 
Components) におけるラウンドロビン試験
Round Robin Test in the frame work of an international research program PINC 
(Program for the Inspection of Nickel-alloy Components) 
小型ガス遮断器内冷却特性の実時間仮想実験
Real-time computational simulation on thermofluid





















太陽光 Solar Light 
量子ドット太陽電池




Quantum Dot Layer A
量子ドット層 B 
Quantum Dot Layer B  
電極　Electrode 
DBD and pulsed arc plasma torches for combustion
enhancement in an internal engine
パルスアークプラズマトーチ











The Advanced Fluid Information Research Center is managed under the leadership of the Director, with 
the Research and Development Division to operate the integrated supercomputing system for supercom-
putating, interface with experiments and advanced visualization. In addition, there are the Selection and 
Review Committee for project research, and the Planning and Public Relations Committee to manage the 
international symposia and the fluid science database.  All of these organizational components work coop-
eratively together. The Steering Committee continuously promotes the activity of the center and the Exter-








容量をもつストレージシステム（磁気ディスク装置）を SAN (Storage Area Network) で接続し、３次元可視化出
力装置を備えたリアライゼーションワークスペース（RWS）や周辺機器を備えています。計算サーバー群は、ス
カラー並列計算システムとして SGI UV1000 および UV2000、ベクトル並列計算システムとして NEC SX-9 を採
用し、理論演算性能合計156TFLOPS・主記憶容量合計35TB(最大共有メモリ8TB)の計算機能を提供します。
 
The “Integrated Supercomputation System,” which con-
sists of scalar- and vector- supercomputing servers, the 
Three-dimensional Visualization Server for image analysis of 
computation results, and the Measurement Integration In-
terface Server to link the supercomputer and experimental 
measurement system, started operation in November 2005 
and was updated in May 2011.  The data storage system 
(magnetic disk), which has petabyte class capacity, is con-
nected to the servers using a storage area network (SAN). 
The Realization Workspace and peripherals with stereo 
visualization devices are also involved in the system.  For 
the supercomputing servers, SGI Altix UV1000 and UV2000 
are used as the Scalar Parallel Computing System, and NEC 
SX-9 is employed as the Vector Parallel Computing System, 
providing a total peak performance of 156 TFLOPS and total 








In this research project, to keep and increase international competitiveness of our aircraft industry, we develop 
CAE technologies that realize low cost aircraft design and weight reduction using new materials and that enable 
multi-objective design optimization at a higher level with seamlessly coupled aerodynamic and structural analy-
ses from the early phase of the design.




As a member of the community, we make our research efforts available to a wide spectrum of the gen-
eral public from elementary school students to adults. And also, we contribute to society by solving various 










Open Lecture for Citizens of Miyagi Prefecture
Ever year, four different classes about fluids are taught to about 50 







The team won the Japan International Bird-man 
Rally for the 5th time of sum total
Every year, we get good marks in this competition, held at Lake Biwa 







Young Astronauts Club (Sendai branch)
The members of the branch provide education of space technology 
and natural science for the children. The children made a handmade 
robot arm and star chart with the members, and they were able to ex-








We participated in Science Day which is the science education event 
for children, and we provided children a lecture of hovercraft to experi-






Research Facilities Open House (Katahira Festival)
As one of the research facilities in the Katahira area, we always partic-







PET bottle rocket school for kids
We go to elementary and middle schools and give lessons to the 







This is an open campus designed  especially for high school students 







Damage Prediction of Flotsam Mixed Tsunami














Thermal analysis and control plan of the acci 
dent of Fukushima daiichi nuclear power plant
２．電子絵灯籠耐風試験の開発協力
Development cooperation of a windproof exam-
ination of an electronic picture lantern
３． 原発事故を分かり易く描いた「小説 FUKUSHI-
MA」の出版
Publishing “FUKUSHIMA, a Novel” for under-
standing the accident of Fukushima-Daiichi Nu-
clear Power Plant
【中長期的貢献　Medium- and long-term contribution 】
１．福島原発の現状分析と事故の中長期的対応策の提案
The proposal of the present data analysis of Fukushima nuclear power plant, and the mid-and long-
term measures of an accident
２．代替エネルギー源の開発
Development of alternative power sources
３．緊急時対応医療技術の開発
Development of the medical technology corresponding to an emergency
４．地震発生メカニズムの解明
The elucidation of an earthquake occurrence mechanism
５．防災技術の開発
Development of disaster prevention technology
６．エネルギー使用合理化の学理と研究開発
The scientific principle of rationalization of energy use, and research and development
７．高機能マイクロバブルおよび放電気泡ジェットによる水処理技術の開発
Development of water processing technique with highly efficient microbubble and an electric dis-
charge air-bubbles jet
８．がれき混入型津波に関するスーパーコンピュテーション
Damage prediction of flotsam mixed tsunami
・Core technology consortium for advanced energy devices
we intend to support the reconstruction of the Tohoku area and renewal of Japan and to contribute to 
the founding of energy technology nation through realization of state-of-the-art battery fundamental tech-
nology (solar cell, secondary battery, fuel battery) and its energy optimization integrated system by business 
(vertical integration type firms)-academia collaboration open innovation based on nano-structure interface 
control technology, which Tohoku University has been accumulating for many years.
活動
Activities
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研究分野
Laboratories
研究分野・教員一覧 （平成28年 8月 1日）
教授 准教授 助教
流動創成研究部門
電磁機能流動研究分野 西山秀哉 高奈秀匡 上原聡司
知能流体制御システム研究分野 中野政身 田　瞳菲































Professor Associate Professor Assistant Professor
Creative Flow Research Division
Electromagnetic Functional Flow Dynamics Laboratory Hideya Nishiyama Hidemasa Takana Satoshi Uehara
Intelligent Fluid Control Systems Laboratory Masami Nakano Tongfei Tian
Integrated Simulation Biomedical Engineering Laboratory Toshiyuki Hayase Atsushi Shirai Suguru Miyauchi
Biomedical Flow Dynamics Laboratory Makoto Ohta
Aerospace Fluid Engineering Laboratory Shigeru Obayashi Koji Shimoyama
Spacecraft Thermal and Fluids Systems Laboratory Hiroki Nagai
Design of Structure and Flow in the Earth Laboratory Concurrent Prof.Takatoshi Ito Anna Suzuki
Complex Flow Research Division
High Speed Reacting Flow Laboratory Hideaki Kobayashi Akihiro Hayakawa
Heat Transfer Control Laboratory Concurrent Prof.Taku Ohara Atsuki Komiya Junnosuke Okajima
Advanced Fluid Machinery Systems Laboratory Concurrent Prof.Taku Ohara Yuka Iga
Complex Shock Wave Laboratory Concurrent Prof.Shigeru Obayashi Mingyu Sun
Computational Fluid Physics Laboratory Yuji Hattori Makoto Hirota
Mechanical Systems Evaluation Laboratory Tetsuya Uchimoto
Nanoscale Flow Research Division
Non-Equilibrium Molecular Gas Flow Laboratory Concurrent Prof.Taku Ohara Shigeru  Yonemura
Molecular Heat Transfer Laboratory Taku Ohara
Quantum Nanoscale Flow Systems Laboratory Takashi Tokumasu
Biological Nanoscale Reactive Flow Laboratory Takehiko Sato
Molecular Composite Flow Laboratory Concurrent Prof.Taku Ohara Gota Kikugawa
Nanoscale Flow Application Laboratory Visiting Professor
Collaborative Research Division





Innovative Energy Research Center
Green Nanotechnology Laboratory Seiji Samukawa Takeru Okada
Energy Resources Geomechanics Laboratory Takatoshi Ito Hiroyuki Shimizu
Energy Dynamics Laboratory Kaoru Maruta Hisashi Nakamura
System Energy Maintenance Laboratory Toshiyuki Takagi Hiroyuki Kosukegawa
Multiphase Flow Energy Laboratory Jun Ishimoto Naoya Ochiai
Energy Science and Technology Laboratory Visiting Professor
Advanced Energy Engineering Laboratory Foreign Visiting Professor
Novel Battery Nanoscale Flow Concurrent Laboratory Concurrent Prof. Seiji SamukawaConcurrent Prof. Takashi Tokumasu
Laboratories・Faculty






　The Electromagnetic Functional Flow Dynamics Laboratory conducts research on creation of novel flow functions using 
an electromagnetic field and development of innovative flow systems for the environment, energy and material processes.
Creative Flow Research Division
流動創成研究部門
電磁機能流動研究分野












　The insulation capability of compact gas circuit breaker has been improved through optimization of transient rapid 
cooling process of exhaust gas. The radical production by DBD plasma has been clarified numerically and experimentally 
for plasma assisted combustion of a lean mixture in an automobile internal engine. 
　Electromagnetic thermofluid fields of plasma flow, magnetic fluid and ionic liquid are clarified and optimized by flow 
control for establishment of plasma flow system for in-flight particle processes, electrostatic cellulose fibril alignment 




　The multiple bubble plasma jets system,  
mis t  p lasma tube  flow sys tem and 
cap i l l a ry  p lasma  pump have  been  
developed for establishment of high 
performance water treatment system. 
Moreover, DBD plasma tube has been 
developed for efficient collection of 











Improvement of Electromagnetic Energy Systems and Plasma Assisted Combustion
電磁エネルギー機器の高性能化およびプラズマによる燃焼促進
Environmental Purification by Reactive Plasma Flow System
小電力型反応性プラズマ流動システムによる環境浄化




Radical generations during streamer development at 3 atm.
内燃機関着火促進用プラズマトーチ







Visualization of ionic liquid electrospray for colloidal thruster or ion source
繊維静電配向制御によるセルロース新素材流動プロセスの確立
Innovative cellulose material synthesis by electrostatic fibril alignment
キャピラリープラズマポンプによる水質浄化
Water purification by capillary plasma pump
磁性流体スパイクを用いた放電現象および環境浄化デバイス開発
Atmospheric discharge from a tip of magnetic fluid spikes
液相注入型DC-RF ハイブリッドプラズマ流動システム
DC-RF hybrid plasma flow system with solution injection
27 28
WLPHVHF
Creative Flow Research Division
流動創成研究部門
知能流体制御システム研究分野
















　In intelligent fluid control systems laboratory, based on the trinity of fundamental scientific researches on smart fluids 
and soft materials with higher functionality such as electro-/magneto-rheological fiuids and composites, fiuid flow controls, 
and intelligent control & informatics, the next-generation intelligent fluid control devices and systems featuring 
environment-friendly, energy saving, high reliability, and relief & safety are being invented and developed in various 
application fields such as vehicle, manufacture, energy, architecture, and welfare & nursing care. 
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Creative Flow Research Division
流動創成研究部門
融合計算医工学研究分野




　Acquisition of accurate information on pressure and velocity in blood vessels in vivo is necessary for advanced diagnosis 
and treatment. A measurement-integrated blood flow analysis system is being developed by applying feedback of 







　Rolling of neutrophils on endothelium of postcapillary venules is a very early event in their inflammatory response. 
Interaction with erythrocytes and surface topography of the endothelium, in addition to expression of adhesion molecules, 
are thought to affect the rolling characteristics of the neutrophils. We have observed their correlative effects on the rolling 




Observation of Behavior of Neutrophils on Endothelial Cell Layer
血管内皮細胞上における好中球の挙動解析
　Concerning the elucidation for the mechanism of the circulatory diseases, the understanding of the fluid phenomena in 
a blood vessel is important. Especially, the erythrocytes effect largely on the flow due to the small diameter of the blood 
vessel in a micro circulation. In our laboratory, the capsule behavior near wall is investigated by the numerical simulation in 




Two-Dimensional Numerical Analysis of a Circular Capsule Subjected to 






　Understanding blood flow phenomena in the living body is crucial in order to realize a healthy society since 
hemodynamics is strongly related to development and progression of circulatory diseases. Our laboratory conducts 
research on clarification of disease mechanisms and development of advanced medical devices based on state-of-the-art 
experiments, large-scale supercomputation, and the integrated methodology of measurement-integrated simulation for 
multi-scale flow phenomena ranging from a single cell to whole circulatory systems.
超音波計測融合血流解析システム





Trajectories of HL-60 cells on PDMS substrate mimicking endothelial surface topography
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Creative Flow Research Division
流動創成研究部門
生体流動ダイナミクス研究分野



























　The focus of the biomedical flow dynamics laboratory is to develop new concept of implant especially based on flow and 
to establish new methods for evaluating the implants. For example, when you treat a cerebral aneurysm with endovascular 
treatment, you should know the effects of medical devices on controls of blood flow. The fiow may depend on the 
geometry, materials and clinical conditions. Since these are so big issues, we collaborate with biomaterial groups, 
biomechanical groups, and medical groups to gather their top knowledge. This field is called as a life science, or biomedical 
engineering. The aim of this lab is to support and improve our social quality of life by biomedical engineering.
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　Turbulence is a critical phenomenon for the 
safety of aircrafts. This study integrates CFD 
simulation with Dopper LIDAR measurement and 
meteorological model, and establishes a system 
that helps us to investigate and predict turbulence 
phenomena at various flying and atmospheric 
conditions in advance. 
　A design approach “multi-objective design 
exp lo ra t i on  (MODE ) , ”  wh i ch  i s  ba sed  on  
evolutionary computation and data mining, has 
been proposed and demonstrated to  find 
innovative design ideas independent of designers’ 
intuition and experiences. MODE finds various 
optimal design candidates that trade off each 
other in terms of multiple transdisciplinary 
performances, and then extracts characteristic 
information from these candidates. Thus, it helps 

















Creative Flow Research Division
流動創成研究部門
航空宇宙流体工学研究分野
Aerospace Fluid Engineering Laboratory
遷音速翼ボルテックスジェネレータの多目的設計探査
Multi-Objective Design Exploration of Vortex Generators
on a Transonic Wing
Multi-Objective Design Exploration for Design Space Visualization and Knowledge Discovery
多目的設計探査による設計空間の可視化と知識発見
ドップラーライダによる後方乱気流の計測融合シミュレーション




Supersonic Free-Flight Test in a Ballistic Range 磁力支持天秤を用いた動的風洞試験
Dynamic Wind Tunnel Experiment using a Magnetic Suspension and Balance System
A New Dimension of Experimental Fluid Dynamics with a Free-Motion Body
自由運動が開く新次元流体力学実験
　Sonic boom mitigation is the key technology for developing supersonic transport. Towards the design and development 
of a next-generation silent supersonic transport, this study aims to investigate state-of-the-art experimental fluid dynamics 
(EFD) techniques with a free-motion body: supersonic free-flight tests in a ballistic range and dynamic wind tunnel tests 





　At present, we conduct research and develop-
ment of Mars airplane to explore while flying 
through the atmosphere of Mars. A special focus 
of this study is to develop a super-high perfor-
mance airfoil in low Reynolds number region and 
understand its flow field, as well as its fluid and 
flight control (airborne unfolding of the wings). 
We also plan to conduct flight demonstrations at 
the elevation around 35km on earth, which has 
an equivalent flight environment as Mars, to show 
its feasibility ahead of the world. We will try to 
propose a new exploration system (Planetary 
Locomotion) which utilizes the fluid-dynamic 
forces such as the airplane for other planets with 
the atmosphere through this research.
We will research and develop thermal control 
devices utilizing gas-liquid two-phase flow (LHP, 
OHP,  Mechanica l  Pump) .  Especia l ly  s ince 
LHP/OHP has no driving parts, expectations are 
high for installation in deep space spacecraft with 
limited resources as lightweight, space-saving 
non-electric thermal transport devices. Finally, we 
will try to propose an electricity-saving, high-
efficiency innovative spacecraft thermal control 


















Creative Flow Research Division
流動創成研究部門
宇宙熱流体システム研究分野
Spacecraft Thermal and Fluids Systems Laboratory
極超音速飛行体の空力加熱計測




Study of self-oscillation phenomenon of HAYABUSA 
capsule in transonic flow
宇宙機における熱問題と気液二相流熱制御デバイス
Thermal problem for spacecraft and vapor-liquid 
two-phase thermal control device
Development of Thermal Control Devices and Innovative Thermal Systems for Next-generation Spacecraft
次世代宇宙機の熱制御デバイスの開発および革新的熱システムの開発
Research and Development of New Exploration Systems Utilizing the 
“Fluid-Dynamic Forces” on Planets with Atmosphere such as Airplane
大気を有する惑星における航空機などの “流体力” を利用した新しい探査システムの研究・開発
火星探査航空機に関する研究
Study of Mars airplane
Understanding of Aerodynamic Characteristics and Aerodynamic Heating Phenomenon
宇宙機が惑星大気に突入する際の空力特性・空力加熱現象の解明
　We focus on the aerodynamic heating phenom-
enon occurring in the hypersonic region when a 
spacecraft enters the atmosphere of a planet, and 
the dynamic instability phenomenon related to 
the entry capsule when it decelerates from there 

















 A spacecraft is exposed to various thermal-fluid environments from the time of launch to the period in space 
and return to the Earth. Understanding of thermal and aerodynamic characteristics in re-entry to the 
atmosphere is essential especially in the development of the next-generation space transportation systems. In 
this study, we study the methods to estimate the aerodynamic heating by using functional molecule sensors, 
and study and develop thermal-fluid measurement technology which can be used to measure extreme 
environment fields with high temperatures (1000℃ and higher) as well as cryogenic temperatures. For the 
next-generation spacecraft which is to carry out missions over long periods under extreme thermal 
environments, it is essential that they have thermal control systems capable of exhausting heat from the 
internal devices using the limited electricity and weight resources. This laboratory, therefore, tries to address 
this demand and bring about a breakthrough in a realization of next-generation spacecraft missions through 
our research and development of loop heat pipes (LHPs) and oscillating heat pipes (OHPs) as light-weight and 













We undertake study on “structures” formed by the Earth and the “flow” in the system.  Subsurface plays an important 
role on long-term and large-scale energy circulation systems (i.e., productions of energy resources and geothermal energy, 
and repositories of CO2 and nuclear waste). Since structures of the rock are complex, the geological developments require 
integrated design in natural fluid flow. We pursue research on transport phenomena in heterogeneous fractured rocks and 
design of sustainable energy systems for forging mutually beneficial relationship between human beings and nature.
流動創成研究部門
Creative Flow Research Division
自然構造デザイン研究分野
Design of Structure and Flow in the Earth Laboratory
均質媒体を仮定したモデルでは表現できないき裂性岩体内の移動現象を表すために，nonlocalモデル（非整数階微分な
ど）の開発を行います。
Complex fractured rocks generate anomalous transport phenomena, which cannot be described by conventional trans-
port models. Nonlocal models (i.e., fractional diffusion models) are developed to reproduce complex transport phenomena.
複雑系での移動現象解明
Characterization of transport phenomena in complex media




Geothermal energy can provide a sustainable energy system by creating water circulation due to reinjection of used wa-
ter. We propose methodologies for designing well conditions (e.g., positions, temperature) based on tracer test.
持続的な地殻エネルギーシステムの設計
Design of sustainable geo-energy systems
岩石構造の定量的評価と流体流動実験




Fracture structures are evaluated in geometries, and flow experiment is conducted to reveal the relationship between the 
structures and the hydraulic properties. By using samples created by a 3D printer, we can examine several aspects of fluid dy-






3D printer-based flow modeling.
Fractional heat and mass transport equations.
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Complex Flow Research Division
複雑流動研究部門
高速反応流研究分野












　Recently, ammonia is expected not only as hydrogen energy carrier but as also carbon-free fuel. However, its 
combustion characteristics are not fully understood. In this study, the combustion characteristics of ammonia 
are investigated based on experiments as well as numerical simulations with detailed chemistry. In addition, 
flame stabilization mechanism and turbulent combustion are also studied in order to apply the ammonia 
combustion for gas turbines and reciprocating engines.
Shock Wave Interaction in Supersonic Combustion
超音速流燃焼における衝撃波干渉
　Researches on mixing, combustion and interaction of shock wave in supersonic flow are essential for the development of 
next-generation supersonic combustion engine. In this study, planer laser induced fluorescence for OH (OH-PLIF) and 
numerical simulation are performed in order to investigate the effects of the incident shock wave on the mixing and 






























Ammonia flame stabilized in a swirl burner






















Precise and active controls of heat and mass transfer under extreme conditions such as micro/nano scale and zero-grav-
ity environments are important for future science and technology. This laboratory has been conducting research on the 
fundamentals of heat and mass transfer controls using an advanced optical system, and applies them to the low emission 
energy system and heat transfer enhancement. Heat transfer in intra-vital condition are also investigated.
複雑流動研究部門
Complex Flow Research Division
伝熱制御研究分野









To realize the high performance cooling in small area, high heat flux cooling mechanism by phase change heat transfer 
has been studied.  The vapor bubble behavior in the evaporation process has been investigated by theoretical analysis and 
numerical simulation and their cooling performance is also evaluated. In addition, the small freezing device for cryosurgery 
using phase change heat transfer in microchannel has been developed.
マイクロスケール相変化伝熱による高熱流束冷却
High Heat Flux Cooling by Phase Change Heat Transfer in Microscale
マイクロ管内で蒸発・膨張する蒸気気泡の数値シミュレーション
Numerical simulation of expansion process of evaporating vapor bubble in microchannel
凍結手術用極細クライオプローブの開発
Development of ultrafine cooling device for cryosurgery
Alkanolamine
(liquid phase)
W = 4 sW = 0 s W = 8 s
W = 11 sW = 10 s W = 12 s
CO2 (gas phase)
気液界面でのガス吸収
Gas absorption at gas-liquid interface
タンパク質の拡散現象 Diffusion of proteins
位相シフト干渉計 Phase shifting interferometer
位相シフト技術を用いた高精度可視化システム




A precise measurement system of mass transport phenomena in sub-micron scale is developed by using an optical sys-
tem. By applying the phase shifting technique to the conventional interferometer, we precisely visualize transient mass 
diffusion field or gas absorption process at gas-liquid interface. Quantitative evaluation of mass transport phenomena in 
complex system is studied.
革新的光学干渉法による複雑系物質輸送過程の可視化
Precise Visualization of Complex Mass Transport Phenomena by Modified Interferometer
基板状態の違いによる液滴形状の違い
Distinction of the shape of droplet due to substrate
位相シフトエリプソメータ Phase shifting ellipsometer
二次元膜厚分布
2D film thickness distribution
ナノスケール膜厚計測システム
Measurement system of nano-scale precursor film
位相シフトエリプソメータを用いた先行液膜の動的挙動観察








An experimental investigation in the vicinity of boundary area of three phases, solid-liquid-gas interface namely “contact line” 
are important for understanding of the phase change phenomena such as wetting, drying and surface events of heat transfer. 
A visualization system for the measurement of nano-scale thickness distribution of the precursor film is developed. From the 
visualization results, the relation between circumferential shape of precursor film and surrounding condition is investigated.
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Complex Flow Research Division
複雑流動研究部門
先進流体機械システム研究分野
Advanced Fluid Machinery Systems Laboratory
　当研究分野では、高速気液二相流、特にキャビテーションに関する複雑流動現象の解明と、それに関連する流体機械システム
の高度化に関する研究を、数値シミュレーションと実験の両面から行っています。
　In this laboratory, complex flow phenomenon associated with high-speed gas-liquid mixture flows, especially about 
cavitation, is studied by using supercomputing and experiment. Additionally, advancement of fluid machinery systems 
with the mixture flows is investigated.




















　In an axial-flow pump which is called inducer in liquid-propellant rocket turbopump, 
undesirable oscillation phenomenon is caused by cavitation. It is called cavitation 
instabilities; rotating cavitation causes asynchronous axial vibration of the turbopump 
and cavitation surge brings pulsation of working fluid. When the cavitation instabilities 
occur in the inducer, efficiency of the turbopump declines and launch failure of the 
rocket was rarely reported. Especially, super-synchronous rotating cavitation has 
opposite characteristics of propagation direction to the general rotating instabilities in 
any other rotating machinery. The occurrence mechanism has not been clarified, so 
that, it is very interesting phenomenon. In this laboratory, prediction of the oscillation 
characteristics, development of new control/suppression technique and clarification of 
occurrence mechanism are attempted.
　Thermodynamic effect of cavitation appears in liquefied hydrogen and 
oxygen which is cryogenic fluid used for propellants of liquid rocket 
turbopump. The thermodynamic effect is desirable effect because that 
suppresses cavity volume and increase a pump performance. The effect is 
known to appear in cryogenic fluid, refrigerant and hot water. In this 
laboratory, in order to clarify the thermodynamic effect of cavitation and 
develop the numerical model, high-temperature and thigh-pressure water 
tunnel test is performed.
高温高圧水キャビテーションタンネル試験設備
High-temperature and high-pressure water cavitation tunnel







　In these days, several cavitation models and the numerical method have been developed and several commercial CFD 
software has been put on a market. But the prediction accuracy is not so high, for example, time averaged lift of a single foil 
is unable even to predict in transient cavitation condition in higher angle of attack condition. Therefore, the advancement 
of prediction accuracy of cavitation is a remaining problem in the research field of CFD, and also in this laboratory, the 
cavitation model is attempt to be modified.
NACA0015翼形まわりに発生する遷移キャビテーションの様相の経時変化




Hydrofoil cavitation in high-temperature water
インデューサに発生する
翼端もれ渦キャビテーション





　We are devoted to research on compressible multiphase flows, especially accompanied by shock waves, such as 
laser-induced liquid jet, and explosive volcano eruption. Currently, we are developing a general-purposed numerical 
technique using solution-adaptive grids and hybrid grids, by modeling subgrid-scale interfacial phenomenon. 
Complex Flow Research Division
複雑流動研究部門
複雑衝撃波研究分野
Complex Shock Wave Laboratory
　A laser-induced Liquid Jet (LILJ) can cut soft tissues , while 
preserving blood vessels, which has been reported in clinical liver 
operations.  Compared with the conventional pumps, the LILJ is 
excellent in the point in which an intermittent pulsed jet is possible, 
and the point of not having electromagnetic influence on 
surrounding medical equipment.  We have established a numerical 
model that can analyze the jets for general applications.























Numerical Modeling of Laser Induced Liquid Jet
レーザー誘起液体ジェットの数値解析技術の開発
ノズル形状によるレーザー誘起液体ジェットの変形
Influence of nozzle geometry on the laser-induced liquid jet
光学系の数値解析例
Numerical images of visualization methods: Shadowgraph (left), Schlieren (middle), Color Schlieren (right)
火山噴火の直接シミュレーション（青色が気体の領域、赤色が液体の領域）
　Direction simulation of volcanic eruption
 (Blue color represents gas phase, and red represents the liquid phase)
チャネル内高圧液中気泡の破砕現象に関する研究
Defragmentation of High Pressure Bubbles and Liquids in Channel
　The magma ejection in an explosive volcanic eruption is 
modeled as high-pressure bubbles in liquid, which is a 
compressible gas-liquid two phase phenomenon. We have 
developed a sharp interface method that can resolve 
subgrid-scale bubbles using the advection equation of 
surface normal. The expansion, breakup and coalescence of 
bubbles are considered. The influences of the initial pressure 
and void rate of the gas bubbles on the volcanic eruption 





Numerical Analysis of Optical Visualization Systems
　A technique to analyze optical visualization methods for compressible flows, such as shadowgraph and Schlieren 
methods that make use of light refraction, has been developed.  The light rays that pass the whole optical system including 
a flowfield are traced, faithfully based the principle of geometric optics. The influence of optical elements and arrangement 
of these elements can be analyzed.
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Complex Flow Research Division
複雑流動研究部門
計算流体物理研究分野







Numerical Simulation by Penalization Method
渦の曲率不安定性の理論と渦の不安定化現象
















In lifecycle management of next-generation transportation systems and energy plants, evaluation of degradation and 
damage of structural materials induced by flow is one of key issues. Our laboratory is conducting research on sensing and 
monitoring that increase reliability and safety of these systems. Our activities include evaluation of degradation and dam-
age in various materials by electromagnetic nondestructive testing, development of high temperature sensors, reliable 
sensing by sensor fusion, inverse approach, and so on. We aim at applying these sensors and testing methods to online 
monitoring.
複雑流動研究部門
Complex Flow Research Division
流動システム評価研究分野





Nondestructive evaluation of materials degradation such as creep, fatigue, plastic deformation and residual stress can be 
one of effective tools for lifecycle managements of structural components. Our laboratory are developing electromagnetic 
testing methods to evaluate material degradation. In addition, we are investigating the mechanism for electromagnetic 
properties that are affected by microstructure change by degradation.
電磁非破壊評価を用いた構造材料の劣化診断
Nondestructive Evaluation of Degradation of Structural Materials Using Electromagnetic Testing
ロケットエンジンの高信頼化のために、燃焼室の非破壊試験が重要な技術となります。本研究分野では、渦電流探傷法に
よるロケットエンジン燃焼室内筒の亀裂検出に関する研究を行っています。
The residual life estimation based on damage evaluation is very important to ensure the safety of the repeated engine 
operation and the reusable systems. We apply eddy current testing (ECT) to detection and evaluation of cracks in a rocket 
engine combustion chamber, and novel probes and signal processing method are being developed.
電磁非破壊評価を用いたロケットエンジン燃焼室の劣化・損傷評価
Evaluation of Degradation and Damage in Rocket Engine Combustion Chamber by Electromagnetic Nondestructive Testing
高温環境センサの研究およびオンラインモニタリングへの適用
Development of high temperature sensors and their application to online monitoring
高温環境において動作するセンサを開発し、オンラインモニタリングに適用しています。図は、当研究分野で開発した空
芯電磁石を用いた電磁超音波探触子であり、室温から700℃に至る環境において、計測を行うことが可能です。
Our laboratory develops the next generation sensors for high temperature environment. We propose an electromagnetic 
acoustic transducer (EMAT) design using an air-cored solenoid coil as a pulsed electromagnet,  and prototype probe (photo) 
operation is confirmed in the range from room temperature to 700 degrees C.  It can be applied to high-temperature non-con-












































High temperature EMAT Transducer
高温用EMATプローブにより評価した音速
Shear wave velocity measured by the present EMAT
PU =1

















































Apparent conductivity and permeability estimated by the comparison of experimental and numerical results
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Nanoscale Flow Research Division
ナノ流動研究部門
非平衡分子気体流研究分野
Non-Equilibrium Molecular Gas Flow Laboratory
　In rarefled gas flows and processing plasmas for semiconductor manufacturing and microscale gas flows in the 
neighborhood of MEMS/NEMS, mean free path of molecules cannot be disregarded compared with characteristic lengths 
of gas flows. Such flows are in strong nonequilibrium due to lack of intermolecular collisions and cannot be considered as a 
continuum. Therefore, they have to be treated in view of atoms, molecules, ions and electrons. Due to the development of 
recent microfabrication technology the industrial importance of molecular gas flow has increased year by year. We study 









　Analysis of thermal and fluid phenomena based on the molecular dynamics theory leads to understanding of fundamental 
mechanism of the phenomena, and ultimately, to the design of thermal and fluid phenomena that are needed in the 
cutting-edge area in modern technologies. Also the molecular-scale analysis is effective for thermofluid phenomena in extreme 
conditions in which macroscopic models such as thermophysical properties and the concept of interface are no longer valid. In 
the application field, micro/nanofluidics is now expanding rapidly especially for the field of biotechnology, which is based on the 
micro/nanoscale thermal and fluid engineering supported by the recent progress of the MEMS/NEMS technologies. Realization of 
the mechanism of nanoscale thermal and mass transport in living body in biomimetic fluid machines is one of the most promising 
fields in the area of micro/nanofluidics.
The molecular heat transfer laboratory is engaged in the research to analyze micro/nanoscale thermal and fluid phenomena, from 
the molecular scale to the MEMS/NEMS scale, and pursue the application of it.
Nanoscale Flow Research Division
ナノ流動研究部門
分子熱流動研究分野






　Fluids, especially liquids, contain various structures of which dynamic 
characteristics governs transport phenomena in liquids, i.e., transport of 
mass, momentum and thermal energy. Analysis of liquid structures and their 
transport characteristics gives a thorough answers for some questions such 
as why the liquid have its magnitude of thermophysical properties and how 
the molecular structure should be to realize a liquid having desired 
thermophysical properties. Another point of this study is heterogeneous 
structures such as bilayer of lipid molecules organized in water (model for 
cell membranes of living body). Anisotropic transport phenomena that arise 
in such heterogeneous structures are analyzed as a basic study for novel 










　Heat and mass transfer at interfaces where solids and liquids contact governs overall characteristics of nano-structured 
systems such as NEMS and porous materials. The phenomena are utilized in nano-fabrication process such as the wet 
process for semiconductor devices. Molecular dynamics simulation analyzes anomalous structures in liquids in the vicinity 
of solid surfaces produced under the influences of solid surfaces and intermolecular energy transfer between solid and 
liquid molecules, which clarifies mechanism of the phenomena. Basic studies to seek molecules and nanostructures which 
exhibit required interface characteristics are also performed.
　Thermal fluids, which flow and transport thermal energy in devices, are playing a major role for highly efficient usage of 
thermal energy in sophisticated thermal devices. The aim of this study is to know the structure of molecules for thermal 
fluids which are optimized for specific conditions and give the best performance. This is accomplished based on the data 
concerning thermal energy transport in fluids, which are obtained by analyses of mechanical energy transfer due to 
dynamic motions of molecules and functional groups in molecules. Our goal is to establish the design approach of thermal 

























Heat and Mass Transfer Characteristics at Solid-Liquid Interfaces
固液界面における熱・物質輸送特性
Study on Fluid Structure and Transport Characteristics of Energy and Momentum
流体の構造と熱・運動量の分子スケール輸送特性




Nanoscale Flow Research Division
ナノ流動研究部門
量子ナノ流動システム研究分野








　In the flow phenomena of fluid, it is often seen that the "chemical reaction" which occurs at the atomic/molecular scale 
affects much on the macroscopic "diffusion phenomena" of fluids. Moreover, very light atoms, such as hydrogen, cannot 
be regarded as a mass point and its effect sometimes appears at the phase diagram of this substance. When we analyze 
the mechanism by which the characteristics appears or behaviors of nanoscale flow systems which consists of such 
substances, it is necessary to analyze them by the method in which the "quantum effect" of the substances is considered 
because the conventional molecular dynamics method cannot treat such characteristics accurately. This laboratory treats 
the system in which the quantum effect of such fluid affects on the flow phenomena, and conducts research on 
clarification of its physical mechanism by various methods with considering the quantum effect and its application for 
engineering aspects.
　Hydrogen molecule has a light mass compared with conventional diatomic molecules such as nitrogen or oxygen, and 
therefore the position of hydrogen molecule cannot be determined by uncertainty principle. Due to the quantum effect of 
hydrogen molecule, the thermodynamic properties of liquid hydrogen is not consistent with the principle of corresponding 
state. It is necessary to use the method which considers the uncertainty of position of hydrogen atoms to reproduce the 
flow characteristics of liquid hydrogen accurately by molecular dynamics method. In this study, we treat the quantum 
characteristics of hydrogen by using path integral centroid molecular dynamics method and analyze the mechanism by 
which the quantum characteristics of hydrogen affects on the macroscopic flow phenomena of liquid hydrogen.
　In water a proton (H+) exists as an oxonium ion (H2O) by connecting with water molecule (H2O). The diffusivity of 
oxonium ion is 4-5 times larger than that of water molecule by the mechanism which uses a kind of chemical reaction 
called "proton hopping". Therefore it is necessary to use the methods which can treat the “chemical reaction” , such as 
dissociation and recombination, to analyze proton transport in substances by molecular dynamics method. In this study, 
we investigate the characteristics of "proton hopping" by various quantum calculations and make a model to treat proton 










A quantum/Molecular Dynamics Study of the Effect of Quantum Characteristics 
of Hydrogen on Its Flow Characteristics.
水素の量子性が熱流動特性に与える影響に関する量子・分子動力学的研究
　プロトン (H+) は水中では水分子 (H2O) と結合してオ
キソニウムイオン (H3O+) として存在しますが、このオ
キソニウムイオンは「プロトンホッピング」という化学







Construction of Proton Hopping Model to Analyze the Transport Phenomena of Proton.
プロトン輸送現象解明のためのプロトンホッピングモデルの構築
　Dissociation of molecules on a catalyst surface occurs by weakening bond strength of hydrogen atoms in a hydrogen 
molecule by filling anti-bonding orbitals of molecules with free electrons on metal surface. It is necessary to consider the 
effect of the state of electrons on metal surface on the bond strength of hydrogen atoms in a hydrogen molecule to 
reproduce the phenomenon by molecular dynamics method. In this study we construct an interaction potential which can 
treat the state of electrons and analyze the dissociation of molecules. Moreover, from the results, we construct the 










Study of Dissociation Phenomena of Molecules on Catalyst Surface
触媒金属表面上の分子解離現象に関する研究
水中のプロトンホッピングの量子分子動力学シミュレーション
Proton hopping in water by quantum molecular dynamics simulation
白金表面における水素分子の解離
Dissociation of hydrogen molecule on platinum surface
原子位置の不確定性を模擬した液体水素の経路積分
セントロイド分子動力学シミュレーション
Path integral centroid molecular dynamics simulation of liquid hydrogen












　As a low-temperature plasma flow at atmospheric pressure is easily capable of generating heat, light, chemical species, 
charged particles, shock wave, etc., recently, a research on a sterilization and a plasma treatment has started using those 
physical features. The biological nanoscale reactive flow laboratory aims at a fundamental study and applications of 
“plasma medicine” , which is expected to become a next-generation medical technology, through the studies on 
activation and inactivation processes of cells, development of a plasma sterilization method, phenomena of reactive flow 
dynamics and nanoscale flow dynamics for a gas-liquid plasma and interactions between a plasma flow and cell/bacteria.
Nanoscale Flow Research Division
ナノ流動研究部門
生体ナノ反応流研究分野






　We aim at clarifying the effects on cells by chemical species generated by plasma, and aim for the fundamental study 
and the application. We have now studied about the activation and inactivation mechanism of cell viability by a plasma 
flow. Concretely, we analyze the gene expression responses by using the DNA microarray, and we clarified that the 
hydrogen peroxide generated by plasma is a factor of inactivation and also it has the plasma’ s original feature of cell 






　To reduce infection risks of new influenza, nosocomial infection and so on, and to develop next-generation medical 
instruments, we aim at clarifying generation and transportation mechanisms of a plasma flow by experimental and 
computational analyses and we aim at identifying the central factor of sterilization effect and clarifying sterilization 
mechanism.  Also, we have been developing a practical plasma sterilization device.
　新型インフルエンザや院内感染などの感染症対策や新しいプラズマ医療機器の開発のために、プラズマ流中のラジカル生成輸
送機構を実験・数値解析により解明し、滅菌因子や滅菌機構を明らかにします。また、新しい滅菌装置を開発します。
Biological Interference with Plasma Flow at Atmospheric Pressure
プラズマ殺菌装置の開発
Development of Plasma Medicine: Plasma Flow and Biological Responses
プラズマ医療の開拓：プラズマ流の刺激による生体応答の解明
　Toward the application of discharges in liquids in the f ield of plasma 
medicine, we advance the clarification of the inception and the 
propagation of streamers in the underwater plasma. By observing 
successive propagating photographs of primary streamers on the 
nanosecond time scale that are extremely difficult for visualization, we 
clarified that the primary streamers propagate intermittently, and the 
continuous current component of the discharge appears when the 
secondary streamers propagate at high velocities. 
  Also, through the collaborative research with the EPFL in Switzerland, 
we clarified that the hydrogen gas which is non-condensable gas is 
included in bubbles generated by high-temperature plasmas such as 










Discharge Mechanism of Plasma in Water and Analysis of Plasma Bubble Behavior
水中プラズマ流の放電機構とプラズマ気泡挙動の解析
Fluorescence image of HeLa cells. Before exposure to 
plasma-treated culture medium (Left).
 Cell death with necrosis after exposure (Right). 
The scale bar is 20 μm.
Shrinkage of HeLa cells by 
exposure to plasma flow. 
Comprehensive gene analysis of 
HeLa cells exposed to plasma-treated 
and H2O2-added culture media.
水中１次ストリーマの進展の様子
Propagation of primary streamer in water
キャビテーション気泡の挙動解析






Effect of plasma flow on E. coli. Treated (right)















　From nanoscale to macroscale, various thermal and fluid phenomena, to which composite molecular-scale physics gets 
engaged, are of critical importance in the wide range of engineering and industrial processes. In particular, an essential 
understanding of these phenomena is indispensable to exploit the limit performance of next-generation semiconductor devices 
by improving thermal dissipation from the device surface or to explore and develop novel polymeric substances by optimizing 
thermal and fluid properties as well as mechanical properties. By using large-scale numerical simulations such as the molecular 
dynamics method, we investigate heat and mass transfer phenomena in the thermal and fluid engineering from the microscopic 
viewpoint. The underlying microscopic mechanisms governing macroscale thermofluid properties are examined as well. 
Integrating numerical analysis methods which can cover multiscale physics, we aim to investigate thermal and fluid phenomena 
having multiscale aspects. Based on this knowledge, industrial applications such as semiconductor processes and development of 
polymeric materials are explored.
Nanoscale Flow Research Division
ナノ流動研究部門
分子複合系流動研究分野











　Novel surface modification techniques at the molecular level 
such as the self-assembled monolayer (SAM) have drawn attention 
as the technique to control the physical and chemical properties 
on solid surfaces. In particular, the bottom-up processes, i.e., 
surface modification by utilizing the self-assembling of organic 
molecules or spontaneous structurization in organic thin films, 
have future possibilities due to their flexibility and adaptability. Structure formation, interface affinity, and heat and mass 
transport characteristics of organic molecular films have a critical importance in the engineering and industry. Therefore, 










　As for development of polymeric materials which have extensively been utilized in industry, designing thermofluid 
properties as well as mechanical and chemical properties by controlling the molecular-scale structure and phase 
separation structure inside the material is being required. For example, it is a critical issue to predict the variation in 
mechanical and thermal properties of polymeric resins having crosslink bonds which is induced by the change of 
molecular structure when exposed to the extreme environment, e.g., ablation materials in space planes. Using integrated 
numerical analyses covering molecular-scale to macroscale phenomena and data-driven informatics techniques, we aim to 













Thermal and Fluid Properties of Polymeric Materials
高分子材料の熱流動特性
Surface Modification Using Organic Molecular Films
有機分子膜による表面修飾の研究
　At the fluid and soft matter interfaces or inside the confined liquid in nanoscale structures, peculiar heat and mass transfer 
characteristics emerge as a consequence of heterogeneous structure formation inside a liquid in the vicinity of the interfaces. 
These phenomena are directly relevant to the wide field of nano- and bioengineering, e.g., molecular transport through 
mesoporous materials and biomolecules. This study elucidates that the molecular transport in confined liquids is significantly 
different from that in the homogenous bulk liquids and that the molecular diffusion is highly affected by the hydrodynamic effect 
induced by the molecule itself. Our goal is an essential understanding of heterogeneous structure and corresponding transport 
phenomena at the molecular level and building physical models which can bridge macroscopic thermal and fluid analyses based 

























The Tohoku University Institute of Fluid Science has established the Fundamental Research of Advanced Vehicle Technology Laboratory (KEIHIN) 
jointly with Keihin Corporation within the said institute and on April 1 2015, research into next generation fuel injection devices and air-condition-
ing systems has been initiated. It is expected that the results of this research will become core technology to be used in future motor vehicles.
The research at this laboratory will focus on simulation technology using computational fluid dynamics, the advancement of experiment evalua-
tions and applications of the these technologies. 
The Tohoku University Institute of Fluid Science, through joint research with Keihin Corporation, aims for the creation of new value directly lead-











For intake port fuel injection (PI) and cylinder direct fuel injection (low pressure DI) in engines, 
further improvement in fuel efficiency and thermal efficiency is required. In order to meet such 






The establishment of super computing methods related to spray atomization properties of direct 
injectors and port injectors using advanced atomization modeling and analysis.
先端微粒化解析工学を用いたインジェクター噴霧予測研究



























As a result of this integrated research, we will establish a computational method that can comprehensively portray the full process of atomization behavior from the 
initial flow of fuel within the injector to the primary breakup of the fluid membrane and the secondary breakup after the fuel exits the injector aperture through to the 
formation of fuel droplets. By using this integrated computing technology, it is possible to investigate numerically the high-speed flow behavior of internal injector sec-
tion, fuel atomization and droplet formation behavior, fuel droplet diameter distribution, spray expansion behavior, spray velocity and other performance parameters 
that are difficult to visualize by previous measurement technique. This research will result in the possibility of development and design of injectors of superior fuel/ther-
mal efficiency and environmental performance with a subsequent reduction in the time restraints and labor costs currently involved in measurement and schematic 
test using a wide variation of models and expensive optical measurement devices.
高効率・低騒音送風機流れの可視化と最適化研究





In recent years, car air-conditioning units need to reduce their size, reduce their weight, and improve their comfort. As a 




[Current Situation and Issues]
There are many different models of blowers, and most models give priority to their mass productivity while sacrificing 
their marketability. Additionally, conflicting properties “flow rate, noise level, and miniaturization” must be investigated at 




This research aims to investigate the effects of the flow passing through multiple blades and the scroll on the perfor-






The knowledge about flow dynamics and the supercomputer system owned by Tohoku University will enable us to de-
sign a high efficiency fan and to construct theoretical technologies related to fan noise. It will result in the establishment 
of miniaturization and noise reduction technologies for the blower unit, and thus the shape design optimization of the fan 




















Securing safe and less-expensive energy and efficient utilization of energy are important issues confronting modern 
civilization. To clarify these issues and aiming at founding a Japanese nation based on energy technology, we are promot-
ing studies of innovative green nano-devices. Particularly, we have been developing power generation devices (such as 
quantum dot solar cells, thermoelectric devices), low power consumption devices (such as quantum-dot lasers, Ge tran-
sistors) and nano-energy systems, which are a combination of these elements. For manufacturing of these nano-devices, 
nano-structures should be produced accurately and without defects. The original properties of materials and quantum 
nano-structure should be extracted. This sort of processing is made possible only after intelligent nano-process technolo-
gies such as beam process and bio-template and ultimate top-down etching technology, which are the background of this 
research laboratory, are fully used.
未到エネルギー研究センター









Based on neutral beam technology (invented by Prof. Samukawa), ultra-precise nanofabrication are developed with 
excellent performance of ultra-low damage, including etching, deposition, surface modification, etc.. Our goal is to realize 
“Green Nanotechnology”. Furthermore, we combine bio-technology with our nano-technology to develop new functional 
devices, such as quantum dot solar cell, quantum dot laser, spike neuron device, thermoelectric devices, etc.. Additionally, 
we work on, 3-dimensional MOSFET, Graphene based catalytic electrodes, etc., as the next generation devices.
バイオテクノロジーとナノテクノロジーの融合による新たなプロセス





Entirely new process has been established by combining bio-template and neutral beam. Bio-super-molecules are syn-
thesized using DNA information. As a result, the size and structure is completely reproduced in atomic level. Also, by using 
self-assemble ability of bio-super-molecules, regular arrangement is possible with very low cost.  Then, neutral beam etch-
ing can transfer the template pattern to the substrate to obtain size-controllable, uniform, high-density, regularly-arranged 
array of quantum dots with any materials.
様々なデバイスへの展開





An innovative top-down method, a fusion of bio-template and damage-free neutral beam etching, is proposed by Prof. 
Samukawa to fabricate highly ordered and dense nano-structure arrays without defects. It has great potential for fabricat-
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　We investigate smart methodologies to know and control large scale fluid flow in subsurface at few km deep, and we 
apply the methodologies to solve the problems on earth environment and energy.  Our works are currently focusing on (i) 
CO2 geological storage as a means of climate change mitigation, (ii) geothermal energy which is renewable and abundant 
in Japan, and (iii) methane hydrate seated below deep sea floor, which is expected to be a next-generation energy 
resource to replace oil and natural gas.
CO2 地中貯留のための漏洩修復技術
Detection of Subsurface Flow Pathway Structure from Induced Micro-Seismicity 
　If we have a technique to detect fluid flow through subsurface fractures at few km depth, it will improve drastically the 
procedure to design and control the Enhanced Geothermal System.  We develop a new technique to realize that idea with 










Study of Hydraulic Fracturing in Unconsolidated Formation 
for Oil and Methane Hydrate Development
石油・メタンハイドレート開発のための未固結地層フラクチャリング
Innovative Energy Research Center
未到エネルギー研究センター
地殻環境エネルギー研究分野






(a) フラクチャリングを利用した生産方式および (b) 室内実験で明らかになった特異な挙動 (c) 粒状体個別要素法解析
(a) Fracturing for production enhancement and (b) a peculiar behavior observed in a lab. experiment (c) DEM simulations
　For trapping to inhibit the upward migration of CO2, the reservoirs should be covered with a sufficiently impermeable 
seal, i.e. caprock.  However, the caprock may contain imperfections such as faults and fractures which will be a pathway for 
leakage of the injected CO2 from the reservoirs.  We study an innovative concept to reduce the permeability along 







　The technique of hydraulic fracturing has been originally developed assuming cohesive rocks. On the other hand, recent 
trends of petroleum industry is directed toward unconventional resources such as heavy oil and methane hydrate in 
weakly-consolidated to unconsolidated sands. Thus we examine experimentally and theoretically the hydraulic fracturing 
behavior in unconsolidated sands. Moreover, an original Distinct Element Method (DEM) code corresponding to 
unconsolidated sand was developed, and the flow-coupled DEM simulations for the hydraulic fracturing were performed. 
By comparing experimental and numerical results, the mechanism of the hydraulic fracturing, such as cavity expansion, in 
the unconsolidated sands was discussed in detail.
豪州クーパー盆地フィールドの地下数 kmに位置する地熱貯留槽内の (a) 水圧と (b) 流れの分布
Evaluated (a) pressure and (b) flow in a deep seated geothermal reservoir of Australia
原位置反応法の概念

















　We pursue research and development on effective energy conversion and energy process in combustion and reactive 
thermal fluid systems with new technology concepts. By basing heat and/or mass regenerations for low-exergy-loss 
combustion as keywords, interdisciplinary researches are conducted with domestic and international collaboration 
partners in academic and industry.
・Micro-, Mild and Microgravity combustions
・Multi-stage oxidation by micro flow reactor with prescribed temperature profile 
・Combustion with surrogate fuels, biomass, and synthetic fuels
・High-temperature oxy-fuel combustion




　We have developed Swissroll microcombustor heaters with ±
1℃ temperature controllability whereas it is combustion-based. 
Since gaseous hydrocarbon fuels are directly introduced into 
combustors, total thermal efficiencies of the heaters are twice or 
even larger compared with those of conventional electric heaters. 
Besides this, the microcombustor heaters can be operated in any atmospheres because it is sealed. They are advantageous 
of electromagnetic induction free as well. We have also succeeded in developing coin-size combustor. A furnace for food 
industry employing the principle of our microcombustor is under development with IHI.
　Stationary multi-stage oxidations of alternative fuels and biofuels were realized by a micro flow reactor with a controlled 
temperature profile. Effects of reactivity indexes such as octane number and cetane number, composition of fuels and 
pressure on the multi-stage oxidation can be observed. A high fidelity reaction design is being developed with solid 












計測装置として実用化されました。 　Our proposal on space combustion experiment was selected as a project at 
the “Kibo” Japanese Experimental Module in the International Space Station. 
The objective is to construct the unified combustion limit theory of propagat-
ing flame and flame ball under the oxygen combustion condition using ultra 
low-stretched counterflow flames.
　High-temperature air combustion (HiCOT) technology, which is new 
combustion technology using pre-heated (higher than 800 ℃) and 
low-oxygen-concentration air with recirculation of burned gas, is coming 
into wide use. HiCOT attains energy saving (30%), low NOx emission and 
noise reduction simultaneously. We are developing high-temperature 
oxygen combustion (HiTOx) technology, in which a mixture of burned gas 
and pure oxygen is used as oxidizer (oxygen combustion) instead of air. 
HiTOx attains further energy saving (20% reduction than HiCOT) and no 






















Study on Ignition and Low-Temperature Oxidation by Micro Reactor
マイクロリアクタによる着火・低温酸化反応解析
High-Temperature Oxygen Combustion Technology
「きぼう」実験棟と航空機による
微小重力環境下における極低伸長対向流火炎
Ultra low-Stretched Counterflow Flames under 
Microgravity Environment in “Kibo” Japanese 
Experimental Module and Airplane
Counterflow flames under microgravity 
environment and International Space





 (Diameter: 20 mm)
温度分布制御マイクロフローリアクタによる定在多段酸化反応とそのオクタン価依存性
Stationary multi-stage oxidation observed by micro flow reactor with controlled temperature profile
 and octane number dependence of the stationary multi-stage oxidation
熱源用スイスロールマイクロコンバスタ








Flame images in HiCOT condition (upper)












　Enhancement of maintenance of huge complex systems as represented by energy plants, and that of transport machinery 
such as automobiles and aircrafts are an issue directly linked to social infrastructure and daily lives of citizens. The structural 
health monitoring and nondestructive testing on those systems are therefore highly important. Especially, the structural 
materials on that complex system is often used under high temperature or corrosive environment. Development of sensors, 
which are tolerable under those ultimate environments, and of nondestructive testing method using such sensors is required. 
In addition, saving energy technique for lowering loss of energy and for higher efficiency is also required. With the aim of 
fabrication of those sensors, nondestructive testing systems that are available under ultimate environment, and of saving 
energy technique, we research based on the following topics and wish to contribute to social safety and reassurance:
(1) Fabrication of advanced nondestructive evaluation technique and evaluation during lifecycle of structure materials by 
　 utilizing electromagnetic phenomena.
(2) Development of functional materials for sensors with chemical stability or corrosion resistance.
(3) Development of low-friction coating technique for saving energy.
Innovative Energy Research Center
未到エネルギー研究センター
システムエネルギー保全研究分野






　We propose lifecycle evaluation of materials from pre-service to aging degradation during lifecycle. Our activities include 
nondestructive evaluations of matrices for various cast irons, susceptibility to stress corrosion crackings, degradation prior to 
creep damage, reconstruction of defect shape by inverse problem analysis. In addition, we propose EMAT-EC dual probe that 
combines the advantages carried by ultrasonic testing and eddy current testing (ECT), aiming at application to monitoring of 
flow assisted damages. Furthermore, we attempt to advance non-destructive testing method for defects in carbon fiber 





います。 　Highly efficient mechanical systems are necessary for saving resources and energy. Especially, in order to 
get the high reliability and durability requested for the high-performance mechanical system, it is necessary to 
control “contact” with a high degree of accuracy. We are investigating the nano-micro scale “contact” of the 
carbon-based hard coatings (Diamond and Diamond-like Carbon which have a character of low friction and low 





　A sensor that possesses good corrosion resistance, heat resistance and abrasion resistance, is required for 
the structural health monitoring under ultimate environment such as high temperature and corrosive condition. 
By adding metal clusters into amorphous carbon film with excellent abrasion resistance and chemical stability, 




Evaluation of Materials by Novel Electromagnetic Sensors during Lifecycle
電磁センシングによる材料のライフサイクル評価
Development of Functional Amorphous Carbon Coating Sensors for Structural Health Monitoring
構造ヘルスモニタリングのための機能性非晶質炭素薄膜センサの開発








Innovative Energy Research Center
未到エネルギー研究センター
混相流動エネルギー研究分野







Quantum/Molecular Dynamics Studies of Transport Phenomena of Proton








　Development of clean energy sources, such as solar cell, Lithium ion battery and fuel cell, is rapidly progressed all over 
the world because of recent problems of global-warming and nuclear power plant. It is indispensable to comprehend and 
control the flow of reactants or products in these batteries to improve the efficiency and decrease the cost. However, it is 
impossible to comprehend the flow dynamics of these substances accurately by conventional experiments or simulations 
because the flow field in these batteries consists of aggregations of very fine structure which is of the order of nanometer. 
Our laboratory analyzes the “flow” , or transport phenomenon of reactants or products in the batteries by large scale 
quantum calculation or classical molecular dynamics method using a supercomputer. Moreover, we aim to make a 
theoretical design of a next-generation battery which is high efficiency and low cost by comprehending the characteristics 
and governing factors of the transport phenomenon from the simulation results.
高分子電解質膜内部におけるプロトン・水輸送現象の量子・分子動力学的研究
Molecular Dynamics Studies of Transport of Substances in Ionomer at Catalyst Layer
　At catalyst layer in polymer electrolyte fuel cell, an ionomer, 
that is, a few nm of polymer electrolyte membrane, covers 
platinum particles. Protons reach platinum surface through 
ionomer and therefore proton conductivity increase with the 
increase in the thickness of ionomer. However, oxygen reach 
platinum surface by permeating the ionomer and therefore 
oxygen permeability increases with the decrease in the thickness 
of ionomer. In this study we analyze the transport phenomena of 
proton and oxygen in ionomer at catalyst layer by molecular 
dynamics simulation aiming at the construction of theoretical 
design of next generation fuel cells.
　固体高分子形燃料電池の触媒層では、白金を厚さ数 nm の高分子

















Molecular Dynamics Studies of Transport of Water Droplet through a Nano Pore at Micro Porous Layer
撥水層ナノ多孔体内部の液滴輸送現象に関する分子動力学的研究
Innovative Energy Research Center
未到エネルギー研究センター
次世代電池ナノ流動制御研究分野
Novel Battery Nanoscale Flow Concurrent Laboratory
ナノ多孔体内における水滴輸送現象の
分子動力学シミュレーション
Molecular Dynamics Simulation of transport 
phenomenon of water droplet in a nano pore
　In polymer electrolyte membrane which is used in Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell, water molecules construct very fine 
clusters heterogeneously and protons transfer through the clusters. Therefore the characteristics of transport of substances 
in polymer electrolyte membrane cannot be analyzed by conventional simulations based on continuum theory. In this 
study, we analyze the transport phenomena of the substances in polymer electrolyte membrane by large scale quantum 
calculations and classical molecular dynamics simulations using a supercomputer with paying attention to the correlation 
between the structure of water cluster and transport phenomena of proton.




　A micro porous layer used in fuel cell is a porous medium whose pore width is of the order of nm - tens of nm, and 
prevents the phenomenon, called "flooding", that the power efficiency decreases because water condenses at gas 
diffusion layer. However, the detalied mechanism of this phemomenon has not yet been clarified. In this study, the motion 
of water droplet which goes through the pore whose width is of the order of a few nm is simulated by molecular dynamics 
method. From this results we analyze the phase in which the water droplet exists at such a very fine clearance and the 
mechanism how the water droplet transports through the clearance.
白金触媒上アイオノマーにおける酸素透過シミュレーション
Simulation of oxygen permeation of the ionomer on Pt catalyst
高分子電解質膜内部の水クラスターネットワークの様子




















　This  l ib ra ry  has  an  ex tens i ve  
collection of books and journals that 
are essential for research on fluid 
engineering and science. Furthermore, 
it participates in the Tohoku University 
Library Information  Net-work System
(T-lines) and maintains a critical data 
bank on fiuid fiow related literature. 
　The Institute of Fluid Science Workshop was established at the 
same time as the Institute of High-Speed Mechanics, which was 
the forerunner of the present Institute of Fluid Science. Since its 
establishment, this workshop has designed and fabricated 
experimental equipment and test specimens not only for basic 
research in fluid science, but also for research and experiments on 
fiuid flow phenomena in other fields, such as energy, aerospace, 
Iife sciences, and nano-micro technology. This workshop provides 
essential su pport to the research activities of the Institute, and one 
scientist using experimental equi pment fabricated here has gone 
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